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Graduate Studies 1957-1958 
August 1957 
Sept. 16, Monday 
Nov. 16, Saturday 
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Dec. 19, Thursday 
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Jan. 18, Saturday0 
Feb. l, Saturday 
Feb. 22, Saturday 
March 14, Friday 
March 29, Saturday 
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May 26, Monday 0 
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CALENDAR 
1957 
Christmas term begins 
Thanksgiving vacation 
begins at 12:00 noon 
Classes resume 
Christmas vacation begins 
at 10:00 p.m. 
1958 
Classes resume 
Christmas term ends 
at 12:00 noon 
Trinity term begins 
Graduate classes will 
not meet 
Final day to file application 
for comprehensive examination 
Spring vacation begins 
at 12:00 noon 
Final day for submittal 
of theses 
Classes resume 
Trinity term ends at 
10:00 p.m. 
One Hundred Thirty-second 
Commencement 
Summer School begins 
° Final examinations in courses requiring them will be administered during 
the final week of each term. 
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Graduate Studies at Trinity College 
A MONG the many problems facing American education none is 
more important than the problem of graduate education. Con-
temporary culture, constantly increasing in complexity, needs a 
constantly increasing number of individuals whose education 
has extended beyond the Bachelor's degree. Unfortunately, the 
proportion of the_population free to engage in graduate study to 
the exclusion of all other activity is likely to increase little if at all. 
Society's need for individuals with graduate education must be 
met in other ways. 
A partial solution to this need is provision for further scholar-
ly development of talented men and women who because of 
financial or family -~r professional obligations cannot expect 
ever to engage in full-time graduate study. There are many men 
and women who are willing to devote much of their leisure time 
to study and whose ability, previous education and experience, 
and strong professional or personal motivation insure that the 
quality of their academic performance will be excellent. For 
such persons Trinity College has since 1927 offered a program 
of evening graduate study. 
Trinity recognizes that neither society nor the individual is 
served if an advanced degree earned in part-time study repre-
sents a smaller achievement in learning than the same degree 
earned in full-time study. The conditions under which graduate 
study can be satisfactorily pursued by persons who must be 
primarily engaged in other activities are not easily supplied. As 
a result of its considerable experience with part-time graduate 
study Trinity has concluded that the following conditions enable 
graduate students to progress toward a Master's degree which 
will represent superior accomplishment: 'first, a limited enroll-
! 
ment of students who are capable, mature, highly motivated; 
second, a Faculty of scholar-teachers; third, courses which meet 
for the lon~est possible time consistent with the efficient use of 
the students necessarily limited time; fourth, small classes which 
meet at the College; fifth, excellent library facilities; sixth, en-
couragement of independent research; seventh, careful counseling 
of students to undertake in any semester no more courses than 
they can complete to the best of their ability. Trinity's provision 
for each of these requisites will be explained in the pages which 
follow. 
Trinity is a liberal arts college. It recognizes that the distinc-
tion between professional and non-professional courses at any 
level is arbitrary and artificial. A freshman course in chemistry 
is a professional course if the student becomes a chemist, and the 
Doctor of Philosophy degree is a professional degree for the 
teacher of history. At the same time the College is convinced 
that instruction which concentrates on the specific characteristics 
of a profession does not prepare the student for more than the 
immediate future or for problems as yet unanticipated. A liberal 
arts college maintains that personal and professional development 
will follow graduate study which provides a basic understanding 
of one or more of the fundamental fields of knowledge. Such 
understanding then enables the individual to find for himself 
solutions to problems which face him, now or in the future. This 
is the point of view of graduate study at Trinity College. 
THE LIBRARY 
Graduate study is possible only where there is a fine library. 
Trinity's collection of almost 400,000 volumes and 100,000 pam-
phlets, housed in a modem structure embodying the latest in li-
brary construction theory and method provides exceptional op-
portunities for graduate study. The library adds approximately 
5,000 volumes per year and subscribes to over 450 current periodi-
cals. 
Seminar classes meet in the library's seminar rooms, close by 
the volumes they utilize. Early in the Christmas term the Librar-
ian and his staff will provide without charge instruction in the use 
of the library in connection with term papers and theses. All 
entering graduate students should attend this series of meetings. 
Notices of the time and subject of each meeting will be posted. 
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STUDENTS 
Although undergraduate degrees at Trinity are limited to 
men, graduate study is open to both men and women. 
· College graduates may enroll in graduate courses for which 
they are qualified even though their intention may not be to com-
plete a Master's _degree. In such cases an application for candi-
dacy for the Master's degree need not be filed. These students 
must provide prior to the end of the fourth week of classes in 
their first term of attendance a transcript of their undergraduate 
record. They are urged to seek the advice of the Dean of Grad-
uate Studies regarding their choice of courses. 
No student, whether or not a candidate for the Master's 
degree, may in his first term of study at Trinity register for more 
than one course. This rule was established to protect students 
who might undertake more work than they can accomplish suc-
cessfully. Students will find that each course requires a large 
amount of reading at home or in the library, and almost all 
courses will include the preparation of a term paper or report. 
The Dean of Graduate Studies is empowered to permit students 
employed less than full-time to enroll in more than one course 
during their first term. 
CANDIDACY FOR THE MASTER'S DEGREE 
Students who expect to work toward a Master's degree and 
students who are seriously considering study toward this degree 
are urged to apply as early as possible for approval as candidates 
for the degree. There are two advantages to application prior to, 
or soon after beginning, graduate study: 1. if the application is 
not approved the student will be spared the cost of tuition for 
courses which will not be credited toward a degree; 2. if the 
application is ap_proved the student can be properly advised on a 
program of study. 
Applicants are expected to hold a Bachelor's degree from an 
accredited college. Recent graduates should have earned an av-
erage of B ( 80) in all undergraduate courses. Less emphasis is 
placed on the undergraduate standing of applicants whose under-
graduate study was completed several years ago, but the pro-
fessional experience and interests of such applicants will be care-
fully weighed. All applicants should have a considerable back-
ground in the liberal arts and all should have attained facility in 
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the use of English. In certain cases applicants may be asked to 
submit the results of the Graduate Record Examination or of 
other examinations. An interview with the Dean of Graduate 
Studies or the appropriate departmental representative is re-
quired after all data pertinent to the application have been as-
sembled. 
Application forms may be obtained from the office of grad-
uate studies. Applications which are completed ( application form, 
transcript and interview) by April I will be considered prior to 
May I. Applications completed by November I will be considered 
prior to December I. 
DECREE REQUIREMENTS 
A course, identified by a hyphenated number ( 651-652 for 
example), is· defined as a unit of study for which six or eight 
hours of credit are awarded. A half course, identified by a single 
number ( 501 for example). carries three or four semester hours 
of credit. 
To receive the Master's degree the candidate must complete 
a minimum of ten half courses or the equivalent in full and half 
courses at the graduate level with satisfactory grades ( see GRAD-
ING). The candidate must demonstrate proficiency in whatever 
language his major department specifies. Under certain condi-
tions as many as two half courses ( six semester hours) from 
another graduate school will be credited toward the requirements 
for the Master's degree at Trinity. All degree requirements, in-
cluding departmental requirements described in this bulletin 
under the name of each department, must be fulfilled within a 
period of six years. 
A thesis is required of all candidates in economics, English and 
history, and of some candidates in education, government and 
psychology. Normally the thesis is the final project undertaken 
for completion of degree requirements. When a student has chos-
en a tentative topic he is assigned to a thesis adviser by the Dean 
of Graduate Studies. After the student has met with his thesis 
adviser and has submitted to that adviser a satisfactory plan and 
outline for his project the thesis adviser will write a letter of 
approval of the project. This written approval will be submitted 
to the Graduate office as the basis for registration in course 651-
652 of the major department. 
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The student will confer with the thesis adviser as frequently 
as necessary during investigation and writing of the project. The 
completed thesis, in a form approved by the adviser and to which 
no essential change (including grammar, punctuation and typog-
raphy) is contemplated must be submitted to the Graduate Office 
not later than April 1 of the year in which the candidate expects 
to receive the Master's degree. 
A typewritten original and a carbon copy, both on a sturdy 
bond paper and bound in black spring binders, are required. The 
original, if approved, will be deposited in the Trinity College 
Library and the copy will be returned to the student. In general 
the Turabian edition of the University of Chicago style manual 
will be used as a guide to style. On approval of the thesis the 
candidate will be awarded credit for one course ( six semester 
hours). 
If the major department specifies that the candidate will 
take a comprehensive examination in lieu of a thesis the candi-
date must submit in writing to the Graduate office prior to March 
15 of the year in which he expects to receive the degree a request 
for the examination. The examination will be scheduled at the 
convenience of the department in April or May. If the student 
fails the examination a second and final examination may be re-
quested for administration not earlier than six months after the 
initial examination. No hours of credit are awarded for the 
examination. 
GRADING 
Students will receive a grade at the end of each course and 






Whenever any candidate for the Master's degree has received 
two grades of failure or low pass or one of each his candidacy 
will be reconsidered by the Committee on Graduate Studies. 
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NON-CREDIT ATTENDANCE 
Persons who do not wish to receive credit for specific 
courses may, with permission of the Dean of Graduate Studies, 
audit courses. They will receive no credit and no grade, but a 
record of their attendance will be made. They need not always 
fulfill the prerequisites of the course, and are not required to 
talce examinations. The charge will be the same as if the course 
were talcen for credit. 
Graduate students who have been accepted as candidates 
for the Master's degree at Trinity College and who have com-
pleted or are currently enrolled in six semester hours of graduate 
courses will be allowed to audit without charge a total of six 
semester hours of courses. This privilege is without time limit; 
the courses may be audited prior to or after the completion of the 
degree requirements. In each case, however, permission to audit 
must be obtained from the Dean of Graduate Studies. 
REGISTRATION 
Students may register by mail on the form inserted in this 
catalogue, or they may come to the Graduate Office. This office 
will be open Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m. In addition, the Dean will maintain office hours Monday 
evenings from 6:30 until 8:00 when the College is in session. 
All courses are limited in size. Students will be enrolled in 
each course in the order in which their registration cards are 
received. To have a wide choice of courses a student should 
register as early as possible. 
Students who expect to attend both terms should indicate 
their choice of courses for both terms. In this way students at-
tending during the entire year will have priority in registration 
for second term courses. Payment of tuition may be sent with 
registration cards which are mailed, or may be made at the office 
of the Treasurer on or before the opening day of each session. 
For additional information, see COSTS. 
It is each student's responsibility to determine his eligibility 
to enroll in a specific course. A student is not eligible for credit 
in a course for which he has not completed the prerequisites. No 
registration will be accepted after the second meeting of each 
class, nor will changes be permitted after this day. 
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COSTS 
Tuition charges are determined on the basis of the number 
of courses and hall-courses for which the student enrolls. For 
a course the charge is one hundred and twenty dollars, for a hall-
course sixty dollars. Graduate students should note the statement 
pertaining to them under the heading "Non-Credit Attendance." 
Tuition charges must be paid at the office of the Treasurer 
on or before the opening day of each term. This payment of 
tuition charges is the student's responsibility; no bills will be 
sent. Each student will fill out at registration a double card. Hali 
of this card is to be used for course registration; the other half 
will bear information regarding the payment of tuition. Students 
are asked to fill out the two sections carefully. 
To receive a refund of tuition the student must, on or before 
September 23 in the first semester or February 7 in the second 
semester, notify the Graduate Office of his withdrawal. A service 
charge will be made in all cases of withdrawal. After these dates 
proportionate refunds will be made in case of sickness or call 
to military duty. No refund will be made after the seventh week 
of classes. 
Students who wish to pay tuition costs on an instalment 
basis may do so by utilizing the services of the Tuition Plan. 
Under this plan tuition for each ~emester is payable in four in-
stalments: in the first semester on the first day of October, No-
vember, December and January; in the second semester, on the 
first day of February, March, April and May. For a single haH-
course each payment will be $15.60 which includes an interest 
charge of four percent. Students who prefer to pay in this way 
should so indicate on the lower haH of the registration card, and 
should send no money. A contract will be sent to them when the 
registration is received. 
Additional fees, as noted in the description of courses, are 
payable in the same manner as tuition. 
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Faculty 
Al.BERT CHARLES JACOBS, LL.D. 
ROBERT MAIER VOGEL, ED.D. 
EVELYN MARGARET ANDERSEN' B.S. 
President 
Dean of Graduate Studies 
Administrative Assistant 
MORSE SHEPHERD ALLEN, PH.D. Professor of English 
MYRON GEORGE .ANDERSON, M.A. Instructor in Philosophy 
RICHARD PAUL BENTON, PH.D. Assistant Professor of English 
JOHN EDWARD CANDELET, LL.D. Assistant Professor of Economics 
MICHAEL RICHARD CAMPO, PH.D. 
Assistant Professor of Romance Languages 
RANDoLPH WAI.LACE CHAPMAN, PH.D. Professor of Geology 
GEORGE BRINTON COOPER, PH.D. Associate Professor of History 
JoHN .ARTHUR DANDO, M.A. Assistant Professor of English 
EUGENE WooD DAVIS, PH.D. Associate Professor of History 
NORTON DoWNs, PH,D. Assistant Professor of History 
LEROY DUNN, PH.D. Assistant Professor of Economics 
DONALD BROWN ENGLEY, M.A. Librarian 
JuAN ESTARELLAS, PH.D. Instructor in Education 
VERNON LEROY FERWERDA, PH.D. 
Assistant Professor of Government 
HANS FRIEDRICH FRESE, PH.D. Assistant Professor of German 
ROBINS LADEW GATES, M.A. Instructor in Government 
Au:xANDER JACOB GROTH Instructor in Government 
DONALD FRANK HENZE, PH.D. Instructor in Philosophy 
DONALD LAYTON HERDMAN, PH.D. Associate Professor of Education 
STEPHEN PETER HOFFMAN, JR., PH.D. 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
THURMAN Los HooD, PH.D. Professor of English 
ROBERT FREEMAN KINGSBURY, PH.D. Assistant Professor of Physics 
WALTER JoHN KLIMCZAK, PH.D. Associate Professor of Mathematics 
PAUL WINTER KURTZ, PH.D. Assistant Professor of Philosophy 
OSBORNE WILSON LACY, PH.D. Assistant Professor of Psychology 
THEODOR MARCUS MAUCH, PH.D. Assistant Professor of Religion 
ROBERT DALE MEADE, PH.D. Assistant Professor of Psychology 
RICHARD KNOWLES MoRRIS, PH.D. Assistant Professor of Education 
REx CHARLTON NEAVERSON, M.A. Instructor in Government 
GEORGE EMORY NICHOLS III, M.F.A. Assistant Professor of Drama 
]ACK N. X. OANH, PH.D. Assistant Professor Economics 
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JAMES LAIN PoTIER, PH.D. Assistant Professor of English 
RICHARD SCHEuCH, PH.D, Assistant Professor of Economics 
ANDREW HARRY SoUERWINE, PH.D. 
Assistant Professor of Psychology 
ROBERT CLARENCE STEWART, M.S. 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
DANIEL GARRISON BRINTON THOMPSON, PH.D. Professor of History 
LAWRENCE RICHARD ToWLE, PH.D. Professor of Economics 
RANDALL WILLIAM TUCKER, M.B.A. 
Assistant Professor of Economics 
GLENN WEA VER, PH.D. Assistant Professor of History 
VISITING FACULTY 
HAROLD F. BRIGHT, PH.D. 
PAUL w AXEMAN COONS, M.A. 
MARGARET PRENDERGAST GoDFREY, M.A. 
RALPH ELWOOD KEmsTEAD, M,ED. 
ALEXANDER A. MACKIMMIE, JR., M.A. 
RoY Nurr, B.s. 
WALTER ARTHUR RAMSHAW, M.A. 
WILFRED ROTH, PH.D. 
RICHARD DAVID TOBER, M.A. 












Courses of Instruction 
Except as noted each course will meet once a week and will 
carry credit of three semester hours. 
Classes will begin at seven in the evening and will end no 
later than ten. During this period of three hours instructors will 
at their discretion provide a recess no longer than thirty minutes. 
Classes are limited to twenty students and seminars to twelve 
unless a smaller number is designated in the course description. 
The first semester, September to January, is known as the 
Christmas Term; and the second semester, February to June, is 
known as the Trinity Term. 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
The courses in anthropology are of general interest and are 
particularly recommended for certain students majoring in edu-
cation or psychology. No degree program is available. 
COURSES OFFERED IN 1957-1958 
ANTHROPOLOGY 506: Cultural Anthropology - Chrisbnas term, Tuesday. 
The anthropologists' views of the nature and origin of language, the antici-
pations of culture among the primates other than man, and a comparative 
study of the systems of Kroeber, Toynbee, Sorokin, Spengler and others as 
they reflect the nature of culture, its processes and patterns. - Boardman 
Hall 104. Mr. Morris. 
COURSE AVAILABLE IN OTHER YEARS 
505: Physical Anthropology 
ECONOMICS 
The Master of Arts degree with a major in economics is de-
signed primarily for men and women in business or government. 
Their experience or previous training has provided them with a 
knowledge of how economic practices operate but their further 
professional development will depend upon understanding also 
why economic practices operate as they do. 
All students will be required to pass with a satisfactory grade 
Economics 501 and 502, which are normally prerequisite to all 
other courses in the department except Economics 515. Students 
with a strong background in economics may be permitted to elect 
two half courses, to be approved by the Department, in a related 
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field. Advice on a complete program of study may be obtained 
from the Dean of Graduate Studies or from any member of the 
department. 
In addition, every candidate must pass with a satisfactory 
grade Economics 651-652: Thesis. The writing of the thesis should 
ordinarily not be undertaken until the course work for the degree 
has been completed, but exceptions to this requirement may be 
made in unusual cases. Before a candidate begins work on his 
thesis, written approval of the proposed subject must be obtained 
from that member of the Department who is to supervise the 
thesis. An acceptable outline should be submitted at the earliest 
possible date, and the completed thesis must be submitted not 
later than April 1 of the year in which the candidate expects to 
receive his degree. 
COURSES OFFERED IN 1957-1958 
ECONOMICS 501: Modem Economic Theory: Price Theory - Christmas 
term Monday. The price system and resource allocation; the theory of de-
mand; the laws of production and costs; pricing policies of business firms 
and market structures; an introduction to the theory of games; the theory 
of income distribution. Prerequisite: a course in the principles of economics. 
- Seabury Hall 14. Mr. Oanh. 
ECONOMICS 502: Modem Economic Theory: National Income Analysis 
- Trinity term, Monday. The principles of aggregative economics; national 
income accounting; national income determination; elements of in-put out-
put analysis; welfare economics and theory of economic policy. The use of 
theory in poli~y making will be emphasized. Prerequisite: Economics 501. 
- Seabury Hall 14. Mr. Oanh. 
ECONOMICS 511: Money and Banking - Christmas term, Thursday. Mon-
etary and banking history of the United States; principles of commercial 
banking operations; banking institutions and their relations with the Federal 
Reserve System; the Treasury and the money market; Federal Reserve and 
Treasury policy; international finance mechanisms; international monetary 
problems. - Seabury Hall 14. Mr. Oanh. 
ECONOMICS 512: Money and Banking- Trinity term, Thursday. A survey 
of monetary theo:ry; history and theory of business cycles; monetary, debt-
management and fiscal policy. Emphasis will be placed on the significance of 
monetary cycle theories for the analysis of contemporary monetary problems. 
Prerequisite: Economics 511. - Seabury Hall 14. Mr. Oanh. 
ECONOMICS 515: Accounting - Christmas term, Thursday. Accounting 
concepts and techniques as tools for administration of the economic activity 
of the business enterprise. Methods of recording, reporting, and interpreting 
the financial data of the business unit are stressed. Topics include general 
ledger accounts, journals, subsidiary ledgers, cash records, recording of rev-
enues and receivables, the income statement and the position statement. 
This course .emphasizes theory of accounting and is open to students who 
have had no accounting or no more than one year of college accounting. 
- Boardman Hall 212. Mr. Tucker. 
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ECONOMICS 516: Accounting - Trinity term, Thursday. Accounts and 
notes receivable, merchandising accounts, manufacturing accounts fixed 
assets partnerships, corporate capital accounts, dividend and retained earn-
ings, bonds, and the preparation and interpretation of financial statements. 
Prerequisite: Economics 515. - Boardman Hall 212. Mr. Tucker. 
ECONOMICS 541: Public Finance - Christmas term, Wednesday. Public 
expenditures, public revenues, public debts, financial administration, eco-
nomic effects of government fiscal policies. - Seabury Hall 14. Mr. Dunn. 
ECONOMICS 542: Public Finance - Trinity term, Wednesday. A continua-
tion of Economics 541. - Seabury Hall 14. Mr. Dunn. 
ECONOMICS 561 : Statistics for Economics - Trinity term, Tuesday. Nature 
and importance of statistics; collection and sources of data; tabular and 
graphic presentation of data; ratios; fundamentals of index number con-
struction; the frequency distribution; measure of central tendency and of 
variability; theory of the normal curve; sampling theory; time series analysis, 
including some reference to the work of the National Bureau of Economic 
Research; simple linear correlation; contemporary developments in statistical 
theory. A course designed for those who have had no previous work in 
statistics. Students who have had a course in statistics and need qualitative 
credit in order to enter advanced courses will receive such credit upon 
passing a special examination in elementary statistical concepts. - Seabury 
Hall 14. Mr. Scheuch. 
ECONOMICS 585: Corporation Finance - Christmas term, Tuesday. The 
development of the business unit; corporate organization and control; cor-
poration securities; valuation and promotion; administration of income; ex-
pansion; financial readjustments. - Seabury Hall 14. Mr. Candelet. 
ECONOMICS 651-652: Thesis - Christmas and Trinity terms. Conference 
hours by appointment. Six semester hours. Investigation and report of an 
original research project. - Mr. Towle and staff. 
COURSES AVAILABLE IN OTHER YEARS 
521: Economic History of Western Europe 
522: Economic History of the United States 
531: Labor Problems 
532: Labor Relations 
551 and 552: International Economics 
575: Comparative Economic Systems 
581: Government and Industry 
591 and 592: Survey of Economic Thought 
EDUCATION 
Graduate study in education is broadly conceived by the De-
partment as providing course offerings of value and interest for 
( a ) elementary and secondary school teachers in service, ( b ) 
prospective secondary school teachers, ( c) individuals in other 
occupations whose work is educational in character, and ( d) 
those persons, not professionally concerned with education, who 
desire to achieve a better understanding of the problems currently 
facing public and independent schools. 
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The Department has held the number of highly specialized 
courses to a minimum. It believes that an understanding of the 
history, philosophy, and psychology of education is fundamental 
to the formulation of sound judgments on the specific issues in 
education today. Many courses are pertinent to education at all 
levels of instruction in both public and independent schools. 
Candidates for the Master of Arts degree with a major in 
education must complete at least six half courses within the De-
partment. The remaining four or more half courses required for 
the degree may be elected in education or, with the permission 
of the Department, in other subject areas which will serve best 
the interests of the individual. A thesis is required of the majority 
of candidates, but a student may elect two half courses and a 
comprehensive examination in lieu of a thesis with permission of 
his adviser. 
Trinity is approved for the preparation of teachers of aca-
demic subjects in public junior and senior high schools in Con-
necticut. Students desiring to prepare for secondary certification 
must be approved as candidates for the Master's degree ( in edu-
cation or another subject) . Those interested should consult the 
Department concerning the details of the State requirements. 
COURSES OFFERED IN 1957-1958 
EDUCATION 471-472: Student Observation and Teaching - Christmas or 
Trinity term. May not be taken for graduate credit. Six semester hours of 
undergraduate credit. A laboratory course of supervised observation and 
teaching experience in coo__perating nearby secondary schools. The student 
must be able to spend in the school a minimum of one-half of a secondary 
school day for at least eight weeks, and must ordinarily observe or teach 
a_pproximately 140 school periods. Prerequisites: approval as a candidate for 
the Master's degree and completion of six semester hours of study in edu-
cation at Trinity College. Limited to six students each term. Additional fee: 
ten dollars. - Mr. Herdman and staff. 
EDUCATION 501: History of Education -Trinity term, Thursday. A study 
of the basic ideas, institutions, and practices of contemporary education in 
light of their historic development from earliest times to the present. The 
student will be expected to refer, where possible, to primary sources - chiefly 
the writings of educational leaders - to reconstruct the history of educational 
thought. - Boardman Hall 104. Mr. Morris. 
EDUCATION 502: Philosophy of Education - Christmas term, Thursday. 
A systematic examination of vital philosophical issues in general educational 
theory. Major I)hilosophies of education will be studied comparatively, and 
the student will be encouraged to construct for himself a philosophy ade-
quate for evaluation of his subsequent professional practice. - Boardman 
Hall 104. Mr. Morris. 
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EDUCATION 503: Developmental Psychology - Trinity term, Saturday 
9:00-12:00 a.m. A study of the nature and conditions of human maturation 
and the learnin_g process, including the development of motor skills, of per-
ception, of understanding, of attitudes and ideals. - Chemistry Laboratoty 
106. Mr. Herdman. 
EDUCATION 504: Differential Psychology - Christmas term, Saturday 
9:00-12:00 a.m. A study of quantitative data concerning individual, group 
and trait differences, and of the validity and reliability of those measuring 
instruments through which the data are secured. - Chemistry Laboratory 106. 
Mr. Herdman. 
EDUCATION 507: The School and Society - Trinity term, Tuesday. A 
study of the school as a social institution. Data will be drawn from recent 
findings in anthropology, sociology and psychology. Community power 
structure, social class, economic status and/opulation problems in con-
temporary American society will be anaJyze as these impinge on school 
policy. - Boardman Hall 104. Mr. Estarellas. 
EDUCATION 521: Secondary Education I: The Child and the Curriculum 
- Christmas term, Monday. A study of the growth of American secondary 
schools, with emphasis on contemporary aims, curricula and teaching meth-
ods as these relate to the characteristics and needs of adolescents. - Board-
man Hall 104. Mr. Estarellas. 
EDUCATION 522: Secondary Education II: School Organization and 
Administration - Trinity term, Saturday 9:00-12:00 a.m. A study of principles 
underlying current school practices in organization and administration, and 
an identification of _persistent problems, particularly as they involve the 
teacher and the pupil. - Classroom to be announced. Mr. Mackimmie. 
EDUCATION 601: Seminar: Economic Aspects of Conservation and 
Natural Resource Problems - Christmas term, Wednesday. Offered in co-
operation with the Greater Hartford Council on Economic Education, the 
course will feature at each meeting a lecture by an expert on one division 
of the topic. The lectures will be followed by meetings of seminar groups 
organized according to the special interests of the members. A number of 
grants in aid equal to half the tuition charge are available to teachers and 
school administrators. A detailed description of the course and an application 
for grant in aid will be provided on request. - Chemistry Laboratory 105. 
Messrs. Herdman, Coons, Keirstead and Miss Godfrey. 
EDUCATION 602: Seminar: Comparative Education - Trinity term, 
Monday. An analysis of the development and structure of the contemporary 
educational systems of a representative group of nations. Each system will 
be examined in relation to its cultural setting. The pattern of education in 
the United States will be used as a basis of co~_parison of all systems con-
sidered. - Library Seminar Room 2. Mr. Estarellas. 
EDUCATION 651-652: Thesis - Christmas and Trinity terms. Conference 
hours by appointment. Six semester hours. The preparation of a compre-
hensive paper representing an original solution to a clearly-defined, signifi-
cant educational problem. - Mr. Herdman and staff. 
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COURSES AVAILABLE IN OTHER YEARS 
508: Language, Thought and Communication 
509: History of Higher Education in the United States 
541: Educational Tests and Measurements 
542: Remedial Reading 
601, 602: Seminars. The seminars will deal from time to time with 
such topics as developmental reading, school law, science and education, 
the teaching of specific subjects, and im.Portant special problems in education. 
Courses in many departments will be of interest to students majoring 
in education. Special attention should be given to course offerings in anthro-
pology, philosophy, psychology and religion. 
ENGLISH 
Persons who have read extensively, or who write, frequently 
wish to develop their critical competency or their facility in ex-
pression through guided practice. Graduate courses in English 
provide such an opportunity. 
Those who elect courses in English and those who apply for 
candidacy for the Master of Arts degree with a major in English 
should have completed with honor grades at least three full year 
courses in English as undergraduates. In addition, candidates for 
the Master's degree should have a reading knowledge of one for-
eign language. 
There is no prescribed curriculum for the Master's degree. 
Each student's program of study is determined individually. In 
many cases the most logical program consists of those courses 
which will treat periods or subjects omitted in the student's under-
graduate preparation. It is also possible to construct certain con-
centrated programs: dramatic literature, poetry, etc. 
Candidates are required to write a thesis at the conclusion of 
their course work. Of the eight half courses required for the de-
gree at least six must represent study in the English department. 
With permission of the candidate's adviser two half courses in 
related areas will be approved for students whose background in 
English is strong. Courses in other departments recommended to 
candidates in English include aesthetics, English history, linguis-
tics, religion and the literature of other languages. 
COURSES OFFERED IN 1957-1958 
ENGLISH 501: History of the English Language - Trinity term, Wednes-
day. An analysis of the historical aevelopment of English, including the 
phonology, morphology and syntax, as reflected in the literature of the 
Old, Middle and Early Modem periods; with special reference to the 
structure of Modern English and to the linguistic geography of the United 
States. - Library Seminar Room I. Mr. Tober. 
ENGLISH 511: Seventeenth Century - Christmas term, -Tuesday. Studies 
of the major, and some of the minor, works of the principal writers from 
Donne to Dryden, with some attention to Milton. Prose, poetry and selected 
drama. - Seabury Hall 12. Mr. Potter. 
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ENGLISH 521: Milton -Trinity term, Tuesday. Paradise Lost will be read 
and discussed in detail. There will be lectures on the prose and minor poems. 
- Seabury Hall 12. Mr. Potter. 
ENGLISH 541: The Romantics - Christmas term, Monday. The foetry of 
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley and Keats. - Seabury Hal 12. Mr. 
T. Hood. 
ENGLISH 542: The Victorians - Trinity term, Monday. The poetry of 
Tennyson, Browning, Arnold and Swinburne; the prose of Carlyle and 
Ruskin. - Seabury Hall 12. Mr. T. Hood. 
ENGLISH 581: Literary Composition - Christmas term, Monday. The 
writing of poetry, fiction, essays and criticism. Experimentation in the sev-
eral forms. Assigned and individually chosen projects. Limited to twelve 
students. - Library Seminar Room 1. Mr. Morse, 
ENGLISH 583: The Writing of Fiction - Trinity term, Monday. The 
forms of fiction, including the short story, the novella and the novel. Some 
assigned projects, and individually chosen projects. Reading and discussion 
of student work. Limited to twelve students. - Library Seminar Room 1. 
Mr. Morse. 
ENGLISH 601: Seminar: Non-Dramatic Literature of the English Renais-
sance - C.hristmas term, Wednesday. A study of non-dramatic prose and 
poetry from Skelton to the early period of Milton. - Library Seminar Room 1. 
Mr. Benton. 
ENGLISH 602: Seminar: Ibsen and Shaw - Christmas term, Wednesday. 
A study of the plays with particular reference to their reflection of contempo-
rary thought. - Seabury Hall 12. Messrs. Dando and Nichols. 
ENGLISH 651-652: Thesis - Christmas and Trinity terms. Conference 
hours by appointment. Six semester hours. The Department will accept as 
a thesis the report of an original research project, original detailed analysis 
and criticism, or an original extended composition in poetry or prose. -
Mr. Allen and staff. 
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COURSES AVAILABLE IN OTHER YEARS 
505: Chaucer 
513 and 514: Shakespeare 
531: The Age of Po_pe 
532: The Age of Johnson 
551 and 552: Contemporary Poetry and Prose 
561: Drama to 1642 
562: Drama after 1642 
571: Literary Cii,ticism 
575: The American Renaissance 
582: The Writing of Poetry 
584: Advanced Exposition 
601: Seminars, The seminars will deal from time to time with such 
subjects as Browning, Shelley, Blake and Donne, Keats, Ham-
let, tragedy, comedy, poetics, the American language, the Old 
Testament as literature, the modem movement, etc. 
GEOLOGY 
The courses in geology are of general interest, especially in 
Connecticut, a state remarkably endowed for the study of this 
science. The courses are particularly designed to provide teachers 
of science with an understanding of the fundamentals of geology. 
A Master's degree is not offered in geology. 
COURSES OFFERED IN 1957-1958 
GEOLOGY 501: Foundation of Geological Science - Trinity tenn, Wednes-
day. A comprehensive course covering the facts, principles and processes of 
physical geology. The basic methods and theories of contemporary geology 
will be discussed. The following topics will be considered: materials of the 
sea, deformation of the earth's crust, origin of mountains1 earthquakes and 
the earth's interior, geology in industry. The student wilt learn to identify 
minerals and rocks and to read and interpret topographic maps. Lectures 
and laboratory work. Limited to fifteen students. - Boardman Hall 7. Mr. 
Chapman. 
COURSE AVAILABLE IN OTHER YEARS 
502: Earth History 
GERMAN 
These courses are designed primarily for students majoring 
in English. No knowledge of German is required. 
COURSES OFFERED IN 1957-1958 
GERMAN 501 : German Literature in Translation I - Christmas tenn, 
Saturday 9:00-12:00 a.m. A survey of the development of German literature 
from its origin to the Age of Enlightenment. The course aims to convey a 
general idea of the development of literary tendencies and forms. Some 
attention is given to other related cultural endeavors in their respective 
relationship to literature. - Library Seminar Room 3. Mr. Frese. 
GERMAN 502: German Literature in Translation II - Trinity term, Sat-
urday 9:00-12:00 a.m. The purpose of the course is to trace the progress of 
literary movements and tendencies from the second half of the eighteenth 
century to the present day. - Library Seminar Room 3. Mr. Frese. 
GOVERNMENT 
The Master of Arts degree with a major in government is 
based on the same reasoning as the major in economics: that the 
complexities of government, as of business, in the twentieth cen-
tury can be understood only when the individual has acquired 
a knowledge of the fundamental principles and theories of gov-
ernment. Qualified persons may elect specific courses. Those who 
wish to receive a Master's degree must complete eight half courses 
of graduate work in government. This study must include: 
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1. Government 501 and 502 which are required of all candi-
dates in their first year of graduate study and which are 
prerequisite to all other courses in the department ( ex-
cept that persons with an adequate background in gov-
ernment may be permitted by the department chairman 
to omit one or both courses); 
2. Government 601-602 which will be taken after comple-
tion of at least twelve semester hours of course work in 
government. 
In addition, candidates in government will normally elect two 
half courses in history or economics although certain courses in 
other fields may be approved. 
Candidates will be required to take a comprehensive exam-
ination during the last semester of study. Each candidate shall 






American Constitutional Law 
American Parties and Politics 
American State and Local Government 
Public Administration 
Political Theory and Comparative Government 







In certain instances candidates will be permitted to substitute 
a thesis for two half courses and the comprehensive examination. 
COURSES OFFERED IN 1957-1958 
GOVERNMENT 501: American National Government - Christmas term, 
Monday. A review and analysis of American political institutions, with em-
phasis on identification of recurrent problems and major trends in institution-
al critique. - Seabury Hall 44. Mr. Groth. 
GOVERNMENT 502: European Government - Trinity term, Monday. 
A study of the political systems of Great Britain, France, Germany and the 
Soviet Union, designed to provide background for advanced study in political 
institutions. Comparisons with the American experience will be stressed. 
- Seabury Hall 44. Mr. Neaverson. 
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GOVERNMENT 511: Public Administration - Christmas tenn, Tuesday. 
Theory and practice of administration, with emphasis upon organization, 
personnel management, budgeting, and staff-line relations. - Seabury Hall 
44. Mr. Gates. 
GOVERNMENT 512: American State and Local Government - Trinity 
tenn, Tuesday. State, county, and municipal organization, interrelationships, 
and problems. - Seabury Hall 44. Mr. Gates. 
GOVERNMENT 523: International Government - Christmas term, Thurs-
day. Structure, functions, and problems of international organization in the 
present century, with particular reference to the United Nations system. 
- Seabury Hall 44. Mr. Ferwerda. 
GOVERNMENT 524: Problems of American Security - Trinity term, 
Thursday. Impact of world crisis upon the democratic process and individual 
freedom. Inter-relationship of foreign and domestic policies. American ob-
jectives in the United Nations and regional security arrangements. Control 
of subversive activities in a democracy. - Seabury Hall 44. Mr. Ferwerda. 
COURSES AVAILABLE IN OTHER YEARS 
513: American Parties and Politics 
514: American Constitutional Law 
521: International Politics 
522: International Law 
531: Contemporary Political Theory 
532: Comparative Parliamentary Government 
533: Communism 
534: Dictatorship 
601 and 602: Seminars 
HISTORY 
Since the study of history provides the basis for a more 
thorough appreciation of man's activity in any age or geographical 
unit, courses in history are as frequently elected by students 
whose primary interest is in another subject as by those whose 
major interest is history. 
The Master's degree with a major in history is designed to 
follow an undergraduate concentration in history. Undergradu-
ate preparation should include survey courses in ancient, European 
and American history. Candidates must complete at the graduate 
level a minimum of eight half courses, at least six of which must 
be in history. Students with extensive preparation in history may 
be permitted by their adviser to elect two half courses in another 
department. A reading knowledge of one foreign language is re-
quired. A thesis is the final project for all candidates. 
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HISTORY 506: Alexander the Great and the Hellenistic Era, 338 B.C. to 
200 B.C. - Trinity term, Tuesday. A history of Greece and the Near East 
from the conquest of Greece by Macedon with esl!ecial study of the source 
material on Alexander the Great and on the Hellenization of the East. -
Seabury Hall 46. Mr. Davis. 
HISTORY 526: England in the Nineteenth Century - Trinity tenn, 
Wednesday. England from 1820 to 1914 stressing the age of reform, the 
evolution of middle-class culture and the industrial supremacy of Britain 
and the Empire. - Seabury Hall 46. Mr. Cooper. 
HISTORY 551: The Colonial Period in American History - Christmas 
term, Thursday. The back_ground and the political, economic and social 
history of the period. - Seabury Hall 46. Mr. Weaver. 
HISTORY 601: Seminar: The Crusades - Christmas tenn, Monday. Pre-
requisite: a course in the Middle Ages. - Library Seminar Room 2. Mr. 
Downs. 
HISTORY 602: Seminar: History of New England - Trinity tenn, Thurs-
day. - Library Seminar Room 1. Mr. Weaver. 
HISTORY 651-652: Thesis. Conference hours by appointment. Six semes-
ter hours. Investigation and report of an original research project. - Mr. 
Thompson and staff. 
COURSES AVAILABLE IN OTHER YEARS 
505: Greece, 594 to 338 B.C. 
507: The Roman Republic, 265 to 44 B.C. 
508: The Roman Empire, 44 B.C. to A.D. 180 
511: The Middle Ages 
512: The Byzantine Empire and Islam 
515: The Italian Renaissance 
516: The Reformation 
521 and 522: History of European International Affairs 
525: England in the Eighteenth Century 
531: France, 1483 to 1789 
532: France, 1789 to the Present 
535: Germany, 1648 to 1870 
536: Germany, 1871 to the Present 
541 and 542: Russia 
552: The Middle Atlantic States 
553: American Sectionalism and the Civil War 
561 and 562: The United States as a World Power 
571: Latin America 
575: Canada 
601 and 602: Seminars. Varied topics. 
ITALIAN 
The courses in Italian literature in translation are designed 
particularly for students of history or English literature. They 
are made available through the interest of the Cesare Barbieri 
Endowment. 
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ITALIAN 553: Dante - The Divine Comedy (in translation) - Christmas 
term, Thursday. Emphasis will be on the Inferno. Attention will also be 
given to La Vita Nuova and other lesser works. - Library Seminar Room 2. 
Mr. Campo. 
ITALIAN 554: Dante - The Divine Comedy (in translation) - Trinity 
term, Thursday. Emphasis will be on the Purgatory and Paradise canticles. 
This course and 553 are designed to provide background material and orien-
tation for the student who is approaching the study of Dante for the first 
time. - Library Seminar Room I. Mr. Campo. 
COURSE AVAILABLE IN OTHER YEARS 
551 : Italian Renaissance Literature in Translation 
LINGUISTICS 
The course in linguistics is of interest to teachers of English 
or another language and to graduate majors in English. It particu-
larly complements English 501, History of the English Language. 
Trinity does not offer a Master's degree with a major in linguistics. 
COURSE AVAILABLE IN OTHER YEARS 
501: Language 
MATHEMATICS 
The Department of Mathematics offers a graduate program 
in mathematics which leads to the degree of Master of Science. 
It is designed for engineers and physicists in industry who wish 
to supplement their training in mathematics and for others in-
cluding high school and preparatory school teachers who are in-
terested in broadening their mathematical background. 
The degree of Master of Science in mathematics is conferred 
upon students who have received a Bachelor's degree with an 
undergraduate concentration in mathematics and have success-
fully completed ten graduate half courses in mathematics, or 
eight in mathematics and two in physics. A student who has not 
taken a course in advanced calculus will normally be required 
to do so but this course will not be credited toward the Master's 
degree. No other specific courses at Trinity are required of all 
graduate students in mathematics but a student's program must 
be selected with the approval of the Chairman of the Department 
in order to insure a reasonable distribution of courses. A thesis is 
not required. 
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COURSES OFFERED IN 1957-1958 
MATHEMATICS 500: Advanced Calculus - Chrisbnas term, Wednesday. 
Infinite series, partial differentiation, multiple integrals, vector analysis, 
Fourier series, partial differential equations, with emphasis on applications 
to physics. Prerequisite: a course in differential equations or permission of 
the instructor. This course may be taken for graduate credit but will not be 
credited toward the requirements for the Master's degree in Mathematics. 
- Boardman Hall 211. Mr. Williams. 
MATHEMATICS 501: Introduction to Mathematical Analysis - Christmas 
term, Monday and Wednesday 7:00-8:30. The real number system, limits, 
continuity, the Riemann integral, convergence and uniform convergence of 
series and improper integrals. Prerequisite: Advanced Calculus. - Boardman 
Hall 212. Mr. Klimczak. 
MA THEMATICS 502: Theory of Complex Variables - Trinity term, Tues-
day and Thursday 7 :00-8:30. Algebra of complex numbers, analytic func-
tions, the Cauchy theorem, expansion in series, calculus of residues, con-
formal mapping. Prerequisite: Mathematics 501. - Boardman Hall 211. 
Mr. Hoffman. 
MA THEMATICS 505: Theory of Probability - Christmas term, Tuesday 
and Thursday 7 :00-8:30. Stochastic variable, axiomatic definition of mathe-
matical probability, probability functions, density functions, joint distribu-
tions, functions of stochastic variables, moments, tests of statistical hypothe-
ses, random sampling. Prerequisite: differential and integral calculus. -
Boardman Hall 214. Mr. Bright. 
MATHEMATICS 506: Mathematical Statistics - Trinity term, Tuesday 
and Thursday 7:00-8:30. Correlation and regression, tests of statistical hy-
potheses, small sample distributions, analysis of variance, topics in calculus, 
central limit theorem, Poisson distribution, laws of large numbers. Pre-
requisite: Mathematics 505. - Boardman Hall 214. Mr. Bright. 
MATHEMATICS 509: Numerical Mathematical Analysis and Machine 
Methods I-Christmas term, Wednesday 7:00-10:00 p.m. and Saturday 8:30-
12:00 a.m. Four semester hours. Numerical solution of equations, interpola-
tion, numerical integration and differentiation, finite difference methods, pro-
gramming for the IBM Type 704 Electronic Data Processing Machine. Pre-
requisite: differential and integral calculus. - Boardman Hall 214 and 
United Aircraft Corporation Research Department Machine Computation 
Laboratory. Messrs. Ramshaw and Nutt. 
MATHEMATICS 510: Numerical Mathematical Analysis and Machine 
Methods II-Trinity term, Wednesday 7:00-10:00 p.m. and Saturday 8:30-
12:00 a.m. Four semester hours. Numerical solution of differential equations, 
least squares polynomial approximations, Gaussian quadrature. Prerequisite: 
differential equations and Mathematics 509. - Boardman Hall 214 and 
United Aircraft Corporation Research Department Machine Computation 
Laboratory. Messrs. Ramshaw and Nutt. 
MATHEMATICS 514: Symbolic Logic-Trinity term, Tuesday and Thurs-
day 7:00-8:30. Formal, manipulative, symbolic logic. Russell's theory of 
types; existence and universal quantification, material implication and equiv-
alence; consistency. Prerequisite: differential and integral calculus. -
Boardman Hall 214. Mr. Hoffman. 
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MATHEMATICS 515: Introduction to Modem Algebra - Trinity term, 
Wednesday. A formal approach to fundamental concepts such as groups, 
rings, fields, together with their applications to other parts of mathematics 
and to physics and philosophy. Prerequisite: Advanced Calculus. - Boardman 
Hall 211. Mr. Stewart. 
COURSES AVAILABLE IN OTHER YEARS 
516: Operational Calculus 
521: Vector Analysis 
522: Vector and Tensor Analysis 
525 and 526: Topics from Analysis 
PHILOSOPHY 
Courses in philosophy are individually of interest to a wide 
variety of students. Unless otherwise noted previous study of 
philosophy is not required. There is at present no degree program 
in philosophy. 
COURSES OFFERED IN 1957-1958 
PHILOSOPHY 501: Introduction to Philosophy - Christmas term, Mon-
day. An introduction to the major problems of philosophy. An investigation 
of the great philosophers of the West and their concern with problems of 
metaphysics, epistemology, religion, art, science and value. - Seabury Hall 
39. Mr. Kurtz. 
PHILOSOPHY 502: Logic - Trinity term, Tuesday. An introduction to 
the essential principles of correct thinking. The development of both de-
ductive and inductive logic. A treatment of common fallacies, semantics, 
symbolic logic, and scientific method. - Seabury Hall 39. Mr. Anderson. 
PHILOSOPHY 521: Political Philosoehy - Trinity term, Monday. A criti-
cal examination of the leading political theories from Plato to the present. 
An analysis of the philosophical basis of democracy, liberalism, fascism, 
socialism, and communism. Designed to acquaint the student with an under-
standing of the underlying assumptions and issues involved in contemporary 
controversies concerning the role of social institutions and the state. - Sea-
bury Hall 39. Mr. Kurtz. 
PHILOSOPHY 541: Plato - Christmas term, Tuesday, Readings from basic 
works. Prerequisite: at least one half course in philosophy. - Seabury Hall 
39. Mr. Henze. 
COURSES AVAILABLE IN OTHER YEARS 
511: Ethics 
515: Aesthetics 
527: Liberal and Empirical Traditions in English Thought 
528: Philosophy in America 
531: Ancient and Medieval Philosophy 
532: Modem Philosophy 
533: History of Science to 1800 
534: History of Science, 1800 to the present 
542: Aristotle · 
552: Contemporary Problems 
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PHYSICS 
The program in physics leading to the Master of Science 
degree is designed for engineers, mathematicians and physicists 
in industry and others who desire fwther training in mathematical 
physics and knowledge of recent developments in the atomic field. 
The courses are planned to follow an undergraduate concen-
tration in physics and mathematics. For the degree no one course 
is specifically required, and four hall courses of the ten required 
for the degree may, with the approval of the student's adviser, 
be taken in mathematics. Recommended courses in mathematics 
include real and complex variables, modem algebra and matrix 
theory, vector and tensor analysis. A thesis is not required. 
COURSES OFFERED IN 1957-1958 
PHYSICS 501: Introduction to Theoretical Physics- Christmas term, Tues-
day. Analytical mechanics; vector analysis; statics and dynamics of par-
ticles and rigid bodies; Lagrange's and Hamilton's equations. Emphasis is 
placed on the fundamental hypotheses upon which physical theory is based; 
with the aid of analysis these fundamental principles are expressed in vari-
ous mathematical forms and are applied to specific problems. The course is 
designed to provide a broad foundation for subsequent specialized graduate 
work. Prerequisite: two courses in physics and two courses in mathematics 
or permission of the instructor. - Boardman Hall 212. Mr. Roth. 
PHYSICS 502: Introduction to Theoretical Physics - Trinity term, Tuesday. 
Elastic media; elastic waves and sound; fluid dynamics; heat flow; thermo-
dynamics; classical and quantum statistics. Prerequisite: Physics 501. -
Boardman Hall 212. Mr. Roth. 
PHYSICS 513: Quantum Mechanics - Christmas term, Monday. The 
physical basis of quantum mechanics. The Schrodinger wave equation; 
energy levels; collision theory; approximation methods. Prerequisite: a 
course in theoretical physics. - Boardman Hall 212. Mr. Kingsbury. 
PHYSICS 514: Quantum Mechanics - Trinity term, Monday. A continua-
tion of Physics 513. Prerequisite: Physics 513. - Boardman Hall 212. Mr. 
Kingsbury. 
COURSES AVAILABLE IN OTHER YEARS 
503: Theoretical Physics: Electromagnetism 
504: Theoretical Physics: Vibration and Sound 
511 and 512: Atomic Physics 
601 and 602: Research 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Courses in psychology are recommended for students inter-
ested in guidance and counseling. 
Individual courses may be elected by majors in other subjects, 
particularly education, economics and government and by teach-
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ers and persons in social or personnel work who are not degree 
candidates. Students who have had no previous training in psy-
chology or whose training was not recently completed should 
enroll in Psychology 501, 503 or 504, as their fust course. It is im-
portant that students who plan to work toward a Master's degree 
in psychology apply for degree candidacy in time to receive 
departmental advice on their sequence of courses. 
As the final pro1·ect for the Master's degree the candidate will 
complete an origina experimental investigation as a thesis, or, on 
the advice of tlie Department, will take a comprehensive exam-
ination covering the areas of theory, methodology, statistics and 
other fields represented by courses the student offers for credit 
toward the degree. 
COURSES OFFERED IN 1957-1958 
PSYCHOLOGY 503: Developmental Psychology - Trinity term, Saturday 
9:00-12:00 a.m. A study of the nature and conditions of human maturation 
and the learning process, including the development of motor skills, of 
perception, of understanding, of attitudes and ideals. - Chemistry Laboratory 
106. Mr. Herdman. 
PSYCHOLOGY 504: Differential Psychology - Christmas term, Saturday 
9:00-12:00 a.m. A study of quantitative data concerning individual, group 
and trait differences, and of the validity and reliability of those measuring 
instruments through which the data are secured. - Chemistry Laboratory 
106. Mr. Herdman. 
PSYCHOLOGY 512: Motivation - Trinity term, Tuesday. A systematic 
and theoretical study of drives and motives, their classification, structure, 
origin, development and dynamic aspects, including consideration of frus-
tration, conflict and related mechanisms. - Psychology Library. Mr. Meade. 
PSYCHOLOGY 541: Principles of Guidance - Christmas term, Saturday 
9:00-12:00 a.m. Designed for the student desiring an introductory survey 
of the history, theory and practice of guidance, the course considers the 
aims, materials, methods and research instruments relevant to the major 
divisions of the guidance service. - Psychology Library. Mr. Lacy. 
PSYCHOLOGY 640: Psychological Testing in Vocational and Educational 
Guidance - Christmas term, Tuesday, A study of the psychological tests 
used in vocational guidance, personnel selection and student personnel work. 
Such problems of construction, practicality, validity and reliability will be 
treated in demonstrations and projects in administration, scoring and in-
terpretation of measures of interest, aptitude, academic achievement and 
personality traits. Prerequisite: a course in guidance or permission of the 
instructor. A course in statistics is recommended. - Psychology Library, 
Mr. Lacy. 
PSYCHOLOGY 641: Seminar: Problems of Guidance - Trinity term, Sat-
urday 9:00-12:00 a.m. Study of such guidance problems as: initiating and 
interpreting a guidance program; developing guidance records; organizing 
and utilizing occupational iriformation1 utilizing community resources. Pre-
requisite: a course in guidance. - Psycnology Library. Mr. Lacy. 
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PSYCHOLOGY 649: Field Work in Psychological and Educational Coun-
seling - A study of the techniques used in counseling in vocational and 
educational situations. Assigned _problems, readings and discussions; practical 
experience under supervision. Given on a tutorial basis. Prerequisite: Psy-
chology 640 and 642 and permission of the instructor. - Mr. Lacy. 
PSYCHOLOGY 651-652: Thesis - Chrisbnas and Trinity terms. Conference 
hours by appoinbnent. Six semester hours. - Mr. Souerwine and staff. 
COURSES AVAILABLE IN OTHER YEARS 
501: Principles of Human Behavior 
505: Guidance in the Group Setting 
506: Social Psychology 
507: Personality 
508: Abnormal Behavior 
509: The Exceptional Child 
510: Learning 
511: Perception 
515: Elementary Statistical Methods in Psychology and Education 
642: Principles of Counseling 
RELIGION 
The courses in religion are designed for laymen of all faiths. 
They do not presuppose any previous academic instruction in 
religion. 
COURSES OFFERED IN 1957-1958 
RELIGION 501: Studies in the Literature and Religion of the Bible -
Christmas term, Thursday. The Old Testament. Discussion of the most im-
portant writings in their historical context, with ~pecial attention to prob-
lems and methods of interpretation. - Seabury Hall 39. Mr. Mauck. 
RELIGION 502: Studies in the Literature and Religion of the Bible -
Trinity term, Thursday. The New Testament, discussed as in Religion 501. 
- Seabury Hall 39. Mr. Mauck. 
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Masters Degrees 
Conferred at the Commencement 
June 9, 1957 
MASTER OF ARTS 
GABRIEL ALEXANDER ALEXANDER 
ELLSWORTH MAURICE BEECHER 
ROBERT GALL GoRDON BRASH 
HELEN CROSS BROADHEAD 
MARCELLA MARY BURKE 
B.S., 1950, Tufts University 
B.S., 1951, Arnold College 
B.A., 1949, University of Connecticut 
B.A., 1935, Duke University 
B.A., 1951, University of Connecticut 
B.A., 1951, Williams College 
B.S., 1948, Trinity College 
B.A., 1952, Wesleyan University 
B.S., 1950, Teachers College of Connecticut 
B.A., 1951, Wesleyan University 
B.A., 1945, Our Lady of the Lake College 
B.A., 1938, Princeton University 
PETER HUNTINGTON DEBEVOISE 
PETER FLAVIAN DEVAUX 
RUSSELL FRANCIS DOOLITTLE 
JOSEPH ROBERT DUNN, JR. 
ROBERT GARDNER 
MARY HELEN s. GOLDEN 
WILLIAM RoDEARMEL GRIMM 
ELIZABETH ANNE GUILFOILE 
RANKINE GALLIEN HINMAN 
WADE ALLEN HUBER 
WINSTON RALPH JOHNSON 
FAYE HINES Kn.PATRICK 
JOHN FREDERICK KLINGLER 
RICHARD KENNETH LOVELAND 
ALBERT JULIAN MARKS, JR. 
THOMAS McCABE 
RALPH WINFRED McFERRIN 
GEORGE HAROLD MURRAY 
B.A., 1935, Union College 
B.A., 1948, Middlebury College 
B.S., 1942, Harvard University 
B.A., 1948, University of Richmond 
B.A., 1951, Trinity College 
B.A., 1951, Princeton University 
B.A., 1946; LL.B., 1950, Harvard University 
B.A., 1949, University of Bridgeport 
B.A., 1941, University of Missouri 
CURNICK MVELASE CtmWENS NDAMSE 
B.S., 1948, Syracuse University 
B.A., 1954, Fort Hare University 
College; B.A., Honours, 1955, 
U Diversity of South Africa; M.A., 
Hartford Seminary Foundation 
LEONARD PEARL Rabbi, 1939, Mirrer Rabbinical Seminary, Poland 
CHESTER PECK B.A., 1953, University of Vermont 
CHARLES H. PERRET B.A., 1950, University of Connecticut 
DONALD BALLOU REm B.A., 1951, Harvard University 
PHILIP SABER SAIF B.A., 1955, American University at Cairo 
JOAN TERESA SHEA B.A., 1943, St. Joseph College 
ANNETTE ELAINE STUDZINSKI B.A., 1954, Connecticut College 
LwYD LATHAM TEMPLE, JR. B.A., 1956, Trinity College 
NANCY ELIZABETH WEBB B.S., 1950, Simmons College 
ALEX WEisFOGEL Rabbi, 1939, Mirrer Rabbinical Seminary, Poland 
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CONDENSED SCHEDULE OF COURSES 
CHRISTMAS TERM TRINITY TERM 
Monday Econ 501 Econ 502 
7:00- Educ 521 Educ 602 
10:00 p.m. Eng541 Eng 542 
Eng581 Eng 583 
Gov501 Gov 502 






7:00-8:30 p.m. Math 501 
Tuesday Anthrop 506 Econ 561 
7:00- Econ 585 Educ 507 
10:00 p.m. Eng 511 Eng 521 
Gov511 Gov 512 
Phil 541 Hist 506 
Phys 501 Phil 502 
Psych 640 Phys 502 
Psych 512 
Tuesday and 
Math 502 Thursday Math 514 
7:00-8:30 p.m. Math 505 Math 506 
Wednesday Econ 541 Econ 542 
7:00- Educ 601 Eng 501 
10:00p.m. Eng 601 Geol 501 
Eng 602 Hist ,526 
Math 500 Math 510 
Math 509 Math515 
Thursday Econ 511 Econ 512 
7:00- Econ 515 Econ 516 
10:00 p.m. Educ 502 Educ 501 
Gov523 Gov 524 
Hist 551 Hist602 
Ital 553 Ital 554 
Rel 501 Rel 502 
Saturday Educ 504 Educ 503 
9:00- Germ501 Educ 522 
12:00 a.m. Psych504 Germ 502 
Psych 541 Psych 503 
Psych 641 
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